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Lesson: Venn diagram using compare and contrast 

Grade Levels: 2 

PDE Language Arts Standards 

• 1.1.2.D: Demonstrate comprehension / understanding before reading, during reading, and 
after reading on grade level texts through strategies such as think aloud, retelling, 
summarizing, note taking, connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions about 
text with evidence from text, and non-linguistic representations. 

• 1.3.2.C: Identify literary elements (characters, setting, and plot) in selected readings 

Lesson Objectives:  

• Students will be able to identify similarities and differences from two texts     
• Students will accurately place similarities and differences on a Venn Diagram  

Materials: 

• Texts: The Three Little Pigs by James Marshall & The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs by 
Jon Scieszka  

• Chart Paper with large Venn Diagram 
• Markers  
• Venn Diagram for each student; Have the story titles labeled on the diagram  
• Labels: two that say different and one that says same 
• Tape  

Rationale: (Explain why this learning is important to the learner[s]) 

A good reader is able to make connections between current and past readings.  Connections 
between texts include the ability to compare and contrast so that the reader can identify what 
makes the texts the similar and different.  Being able to compare and contrast stories is a crucial 
concept under comprehension because it allows the reader to analyze various texts and base 
understanding on other connections made.  The Venn diagram also adds an important aspect to 
this lesson.  A Venn diagram is a wonderful graphic organizer that is set up to easily arrange 
similarities and differences.  Once explained and understood, the students will greatly benefit 
from being able to use a Venn diagram.  This graphic organizer can be used to enhance reading 
comprehension, as well as, writing and other content area material.      

Declarative Knowledge:  

Good Morning Boys and Girls.  Today we are going to use a Venn diagram to help us compare 
and contrast two stories.  A Venn diagram is a great tool to record and organize the differences 
and similarities that we encounter when reading different stories. When we use this strategy to 
compare and contrast stories, it helps the reader to make connections to other texts.  A good 
reader uses these connections to help them understand what makes stories similar and different 
from other stories.  When we want to record our thoughts with this strategy we use a Venn 
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diagram.  Show a Venn diagram on chart paper.  Have a discussion about where the similarities 
and the differences go.  Be sure to label these areas.     

Procedural Knowledge: 

 Today we are going to read two stories (Show books), The Three Little Pigs and The True Story 
of the 3 Little Pigs.  While we are listening to these stories we need to pay attention to the details 
of the story and the plot to find the similarities and the differences between them.  Begin reading 
The Three Little Pigs.  Now that we have read The Three Little Pigs, we are going to read The 
True Story of the Three Little Pigs.  While we are reading The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs, 
remember we are going to compare and contrast this story to the one we just heard; so we are 
going to listen to how this story is the same and different from the first story.  Begin to read the 
second story.  As reading, stop to do think alouds about differences and similarities between the 
two books to begin filling out the diagram.  As the think alouds are modeled the co-teacher 
candidate will list the think alouds on the chart paper in the appropriate spot. 

Examples of think alouds from The True Story of the Three Little Pigs: 

• Page 6: Boys and Girls, as I am reading this, I am already noticing a difference in this 
story.  In The Three Little Pigs, the story began with the pigs leaving home to build their 
own homes and in this story it begins with the wolf making a birthday cake.  (Record on 
Venn diagram) 

• Page 8:  This part of the story is reminding me of a part that I read in the first story The 
Three Little Pigs. In both stories, the first pig built his house from straw.  (Record on 
Venn Diagram) 

• Page 12:  I am noticing another difference between the two stories.  In this story the 
house fell down because the wolf sneezed and in the first story the house fell down 
because he blew it down on purpose.  (record) 

• Before reading page 13 and 14 tell the students they should listen closely to see if they 
are able to pick out the similarity or difference between the two stories.  The teacher may 
have to read the pages twice.  (Students should be able to figure out that in both stories 
the wolf eats the first pig after the straw house fell down.  Place the response on the Venn 
diagram.  Continue reading without many more think alouds; unless additional 
scaffolding and modeling is needed for success of strategy). 

  Now that we are finished reading both stories, we need to continue to work on our Venn 
diagram.  Can anyone tell me a similarity or difference that they heard while listening to the 
stories?  Take a few answers from the class.  Have them tell the teacher where they should place 
their answers on the Venn diagram.  Now class, we are going to work with partners to fill out 
your own Venn diagram. 
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Once a few examples are placed on the large Venn diagram the students will be paired off from 
tier 1 and tier 2 groups.  These students will work to add additional similarities and differences to 
their own Venn diagram.  The tier 3 students will work with a teacher candidate to complete the 
Venn diagram.     

When completed collect the Venn diagrams to review and assess. 

Conditional Knowledge:       

Not applicable to this lesson because of time constraints.   

Differentiation:  

Tier 1 and Tier 2: These students will be paired together to work on the Venn diagram.  This 
will offer support for the students who are struggling because they will be able to work together 
to find the similarities and differences between the two stories.  As these students are working a 
teacher candidate will be walking around the room to keep the students on task and to offer 
assistance.   

Tier 3:  These students will be working with the second teacher candidate at the reading table in 
the room.  The teacher candidate will work with the students to complete the Venn diagram.  
Initially, the teacher candidate will have the books at the table so the students can reread and 
compare and contrast the specific scenes.  The students will begin to fill out the Venn diagram 
from the books, but after one or two examples, the students will begin filling out the diagram 
without the books.     

Assessment:  

Formative Assessment:  Our formative assessment will mostly be in the form of observation.  
The teacher will observe the students responses to the think alouds and the questions asked 
before, during, and after the readings.  The students will also be observed as they are working in 
their pairs to complete the Venn diagram.  These observations will be used during instruction to 
determine the amount of scaffolding to include within the lesson.    

Summative Assessment: The summative assessment for this lesson will be the Venn diagram that 
will be completed at the end of the lesson.  The Venn diagram will be reviewed and assessed by 
the teacher candidate.   The Venn diagram should include details from both stories describing 
what made the two stories different and the same.  These details should be listed in the correct 
areas on the Venn diagram 

Reflection on Planning: 

Comprehension is an integral piece of the literacy puzzle. Students cannot advance in reading if 
their comprehension skills are lacking. It is the responsibility of the teacher to provide students 
with the strategies necessary to assist their comprehension, such as a graphic organizer. The 
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reasoning behind this is to appeal to various learning styles, by providing visuals along with 
auditory explanations, as well as, to provide students with a mental picture with which to 
remember the key information. By using the Venn diagram in the Comprehension lesson, 
students are able to visually zero in on key information, rather than be bogged down with filler 
words and irrelevant details. By doing so, they increase the likelihood of getting to the meaning 
of what they read, as well as increased chance of retaining the information. McCormack and 
Paquarelli believe that good readers can, “recognize when the information in the text was too 
much to process mentally. If their comprehension is not successful, they use graphic organizers 
to outline difficult text information” (McCormack & Pasquarelli, 2010).  This point is supported 
by an article that explains that, “the brain remembers information which is formed in a 
memorable pattern, making visual organizers extremely useful” (Richards, 2008).  Moreover, 
visual organizers, specifically Venn diagrams, are a helpful tool to teach the students’ 
categorization, in particular critical thinking skills.  

Additional thoughts on planning:  Planning this lesson was a great experience, with a few 
challenges along the way.  Our cooperating teacher was very specific with the elements that she 
wanted included within this lesson.  She wanted the students to have two comparable texts within 
the same lesson and have independent practice with a Venn diagram.  Initially, I was a bit 
concerned about how many elements that this lesson was supposed to contain because of time 
constraints and the attention span on the students.  Thankfully, after changing the strategy to 
using a Venn diagram with comparing and contrasting the lesson made much more sense in the 
CSI model.  When I first tried to organize the lesson in the CSI model with the comprehension 
strategy as comparing and contrasting, I felt as if I was forcing the pieces of the lesson into the 
categories.   

Ideally, I would have taught this lesson with one text and compared two characters within the 
text.  I like the idea of having two different texts for this lesson, but I am afraid that the students 
are not going to pay as much attention to the second story as the first story, and that is essential 
for the students to understand and use this strategy.  Since the students do not have much practice 
with a Venn diagram, using one text would increase the amount of time that I could spend 
scaffolding and modeling how to use the Venn diagram, but even with the tight time constraints, 
I think this lesson has real potential and I hope the students will enjoy it.   

The last aspect of planning that I want to discuss is how this lesson embraces the advantages of a 
co-teaching environment.  My favorite part of this lesson is how it was planned to differentiate 
for the students.  It was planned so that the tier 1 and tier 2 students could work together and 
support each other while working on their own Venn diagrams and have a teacher candidate 
circling the room to offer additional support that is needed.  It also included small group 
instruction for the tier 3 students.  The tier 3 students worked with the second teacher candidate 
to ensure they understand the Venn diagram and comparing and contrasting to improve 
comprehension.  This small group instruction allows the teacher candidate to observe the 
students more closely, the students will be able to progress at their own pace, and the teacher 
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candidate can offer feedback and praise as needed (while being confident the other students are 
getting what they need and are on task because of the second teacher in the room).               

Reflection on teaching: 

Overall, this lesson went very well.  The students did seem to understand the strategy and be able 
to successfully complete the objectives, which was great to see.  I did have to refocus the 
students once during the second reading (which is understandable considering they just had to 
listen to a different story before hand), but other than that, the lesson continued well.  The 
biggest issue that we encountered during the lesson was time!  The phonics and reading lessons 
went over, so we only had about 20 minutes to complete the lesson.  Thankfully, the cooperating 
teacher volunteered to finish the independent Venn diagrams later in the day so that we can 
review the finished products for our summative assessment to really gauge how well the students 
were able to complete the diagram.   

Mariel and I both agreed that if a Smart board was available in the classroom, this lesson would 
have been perfect for it.  The Smart board would have offered the ability to increase the size of 
the Venn diagram and offer the option of color coordinating the areas.  I would have the areas 
where the “different” details go as one color and the area where the “same” details go another 
color.  The digital copy would make revisiting the Venn diagram easy and time efficient as well.   

If additional time was available, I would have really enjoyed having a conversation with the 
students about where and when we would use this strategy.  It would be a meaningful 
conversation for both the students and the teacher.  It would ensure they understand the strategy 
itself and when they can use it to help with comprehension.   
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